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I. Multiple Choice Questions:   
i. 

 
1. When an assimilation process results in contiguous identical consonants, 

it is called ………….. 

(A) Consonant harmony     (b) Palatalization   (c) Gemination   (d) Coalescence 

2. An exclamation expressing irony is said with a ………. tone. 

(a) Falling 

(b) Fall-rise 

(c) Rise-fall 

 

 3. …………… refers to the loss of an unstressed initial vowel or syllable. 

(a) Synocope 

(b) Aphesis 

(c) Apocope          

          

  4.………………..maxim says we should avoid ambiguity or obscurity and we should 

be brief. 

(a) Relation 

(b) Manner 

(c) Quality 

 

    5.  The…………….says ‘minimize benefit to self’ and ‘maximize cost to self.’ 

(a) Maxim of approbation 

(b) Maxim of generosity 

(c) Tact maxim 

    6. ………………may be defined as a stretch of speech between any two pauses.  

(a) Tone group 

(b) Tonic syllable 

(c) Intonation 

    7. A syllable that stands out from amongst the rest of the syllables because it 

initiates a major change in pitch direction is called…………. 

(a) Tone group 

(b) Tonic Syllable 

(c) Stress 

     8. The phonological process in which units occur in some contexts and are lost in 

others is known as………….. 
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(a) Elision 

(b) Palatalization 

(c) Neutralization 

      9. The process where one can change the linear order of segments by permutations 

of the one type or another is called……………….. 

(a) Epenthesis 

(b) Metathesis 

(c) Elision 

 

ii. Choose the correct word that matches the transcription: 
 

1. /freIz/ 

(a) Freeze            (b) verse          (c) fierce           (d) phrase 

2. /klaImət/ 

(a) Claim it          (b) clime at       (c) climb it        (d) climate 

3. /eIndʒəl/ 

(a) Angle             (b) angel           (c) in jail            (d) Angela 

4. /leʒə/ 

(a) Ledger           (b) leather          (c) laser               (d) leisure 

II. True /False Questions: State whether the following is true (T) or false (F). 
  

1.  (T/F) The phonological process whereby voiced segments become voiceless is referred to 

as neutralization.  

2. (T/F) The second syllable of the word ‘regime’ is stressed.  

3. (T/F) The suffix –ed in the word wrapped is pronounced /d/.  

4.  (T/F) Disyllabic Verbs receive primary stress on the second syllable.  

5.   (T/F) A sound that causes the change is called the assimilating sound. 

6. (T/F) Negative face is the person’s need to be liked by others and treated as a member of  

their group.  

7.  (T/F) The maxim of agreement says ‘maximize disagreement between self and other’ and 

‘minimize agreement between self and other’.  

8. (T/F) Prefixes have a great effect on the location of word accent.  

9.  (T/F) Verbs ending in-ate are accented on the last syllable if they consist of three or more 

syllables.  
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10.  (T/F) In progressive assimilation, the assimilated sound follows the conditioning sound.  

11. (T/F) The phonological process whereby voiced segments become voiceless is referred to as 

devoicing.  

12. (T/F) Haplology is one type of assimilation.  

III. Place the stress in the correct place in the following sentences. Then state the rules for 

sentence stress and substantiate your answer with examples. 

1. The girl in the red dress walked over to the counter. 
2. –I can’t tell you anything off-hand.  

    -He gave me an off-hand answer.  

IV. Above each word of the following, mark the primary stress in the following words and/or 

phrases and count the number of syllables of each word and/or phrase. 

1. Another  2. dramatic  3. Hostility  4. Photographer   5. hallucination  

 

V. i. Decide which tones are used in the following tone groups. Then divide the following 

sentence into tone units and mark each tone unit structure.  
 

He went to the post-office and sent a money order. 

 

 ii. State whether the following sentences and questions are having rising or falling 

intonation.  

1. Be careful._______________________________________ 

2. The box was empty._______________________________ 

VI. i. Identify and explain the phonological processes that give rise to the following changes.  

1. inconclusive is pronounced as /IȠkəȠklʊ:sIv/ 

2. polite  impolite [impəlaIt] 

 

VII. In the following sentence, point out where RP speakers will use /r/ as a linking /r/ and 

where they will use it as an intrusive /r/. Underline the word/s that contain/s linking or 

intrusive /r/.  
China and India seem to be coming closer and closer. __________________ 

 

VIII. Group the following words according to the pronunciation of the suffix- (e) d: 
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Raced-chased- beheaded- harmed-phased- prized-laughed-packed-tested-cawed 

IX. Write the following sentences in phonemic transcription, mark the accented syllables, 

and use the weak forms appropriate to the accentuation. Also mark the different shapes of 

tones and divide the sentences into tone units, and mark each tone unit structure. 

Edith: It’s too big, the Atlantic, isn’t it? 

Edward: Far too big. 

Edith: And too deep. 

Edward: Much, much too deep. 

X. Divide the following utterances into tone units and decide where the tonic or nucleus 

might fall in each tone unit: 

1. The first student to finish can go early. 
 

2. Sadly, Maurice has gone away. 
 
 
 
 


